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Quanta System S.p.A. (an El.En Group company), 
an Italian and global leader in laser production 
for medical use, distributed exclusively in Italy by 
Renaissance, has announced the launch of a new 
laser platform, known as Chrome, which thanks 
to the exclusive Skin Apps technology represents 
a milestone in modern aesthetic medicine.
“We are proud to continue to offer patients 
products that, in the hands of aesthetic physicians 
and healthcare professionals, can effectively meet 
their needs,” stated Girolamo Lionetti, General 
Manager of Quanta System.
Luca Cerri, Marketing and Scientific Manager of 
the Dermatology and Aesthetic Medicine Division 
of Quanta System, added: “Chrome is an advanced 
and adjustable system that combines new laser 
technologies with all of Quanta’s experience 
developed in over 35 years of operation in the 
laser sector. 

Finally, aesthetic physicians will have access to a 
laser platform of the like we’ve never seen before, 
offering more than fifty different applications 
and the exclusive Skin Apps designed to explain 
new treatment solutions to patients in a modern, 
digital way. Developing a product through the 
applications most commonly requested by 
patients was a decisive move that has enabled 
us to offer doctors a modern and genuinely 
effective product which is non-invasive and easy 
to communicate, while also enabling patients to 
choose their desired result more easily.”
The challenge of medicine is to find new treatment 
solutions that are not only effective but also safer 
and less invasive for the patient.
This ambitious goal can undoubtedly be met in 
various fields of medicine through the use of 
lasers, an innovative technology that is achieving 
excellent results supported by scientific research.

THE ITALIAN COMPANY ESTABLISHED IN 1985 INTRODUCES
AESTHETIC SURGERY AND MEDICAL LASER TECHNOLOGY ONTO
THE GLOBAL MARKET TO FURTHER HUMAN INNOVATION

NEW LASER PLATFORM
TO CHOOSE THE BEST VERSION
OF YOURSELF
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CHROME LASE-STATION
The laser devices use a beam of light to make 
dermatological improvements.
Depending on the colour of light used, they can 
help to eliminate signs of aging, discolorations, 
blemishes and much more. The new Chrome 
Lase-Station designed by Quanta System is a 
laser platform designed to use different types of 
laser to achieve a wide range of results.
One device to solve a multitude of different skin 
complaints and conditions. 

For doctors, this presents significant advantages. 
Chrome Lase-Station is an investment that will 
offer long-lasting rewards and can be combined 
with different tools based on the services that 
the clinic or medical centre wishes to offer to its 
clients.
Indeed, the device is able to grow along with the 
businesses that use it.
Furthermore, Chrome Lase-Station responds to 
the emerging needs of patients who, in recent 
years, have become more aware of the condition 
of their skin and the possible treatments.
Consider the internet and the wealth of 
information available online and on social media: 
today, no-one makes an appointment with their 
GP without first searching for their symptoms 
online or checking the reviews of the various 
healthcare professionals.
It is essential that medicine succeeds in bringing 
itself closer to people; otherwise, the trust 

between doctor and patient is sure to be eroded.
Quanta System has given great consideration to 
the major changes currently at play in society, and 
has responded with the introduction of a solution 
in-keeping with the times: SkinApps, a set of apps 
to be used in conjunction with latest-generation 
laser devices such as Chrome Lase-Station.
The process is simple: the patient requests a 
consultation with their chosen dermatologist or 
aesthetic physician, explaining the complaint 
they wish to resolve.
Using a tablet, the medical professional can use 
the SkinApp application to view the situation and 
assess the best strategy to adopt to improve it.
SkinApp then provides the physician with all of 
the technical information to use the laser in the 
most efficient way to achieve the desired result.
Meanwhile, the tool provides the client with a 
rapid and satisfactory response thanks to the 
cutting-edge technology used by Quanta System.
“The patient can choose the best version of 
themselves in a more active and conscious 
way. This is a major revolution that is bound 
to change the way we look at medicine and 
science,” explained Professor Nicola Zerbinati, a 
dermatologist and director of the CMP Clinic in 
Pavia.

PROFILE - An Italian business at the forefront of the global stage
Quanta System is an Italian company that has been introducing laser technology onto the market for art restoration, aesthetic medicine and surgical use 
since its foundation in 1985. The entire process to research, develop and produce the lasers is carried out at its headquarters in Samarate (Varese), where 
the company employs over 170 people. The lasers are then distributed globally through a network of over 110 international distributors for use all over the 
world. Quanta System, part of the El.En S.p.A. Group, the parent company of a high-tech group listed on the Star segment of Borsa Italiana, is a leading 
partner of healthcare facilities, institutions and bodies that conduct scientific and research projects in Italy and abroad. The company was founded in 1985 
as a spin-off of one of the largest research centres in the field of lasers and optics worldwide, and took its first steps in sectors such as high energy physics, 
plasma physics, spectroscopy and light-matter interaction. The story of this successful company is characterised by its constant focus on innovation, leading 
to new triumphs in the field of aesthetic medicine and surgery year after year. Quanta System has installed thousands of laser systems worldwide, meeting 
the many and diverse needs of its clients. The standard lasers are tested and qualified to operate in all conditions, even on aircraft. Long-term useability is 
guaranteed and maintenance requirements are kept to a minimum. Its thirst for knowledge and desire to contribute to the wellbeing of countless patients 
have enabled Quanta System to become a veritable centre of excellence, able to bring the quality of Italian-made technology to the international market.
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Today, patients want 
to be more aware of 
their conditions and 
possible treatments“ “

NaturaPeel
The Skin App for
a radiant skin


